Young
Company,
Old-Time
Values
Whether clearing roots, lining pipes or jetting
drains, A Rooter Pros thrives on a business
approach that treats every customer as important
By Mary Shafer
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There’s something to be said for clarity of vision. Brian Rivera, in his early

30s, has always known what he wanted to do, and how. That single-mindedness has brought him a thriving drain-cleaning and plumbing business in
Hillside, N.J.

A high regard for customer satisfaction, combined with a solid training and an early-adopter mentality,
has placed A Rooter Pros in a strong
position. Sewer and drain cleaning
and repair account for 80 percent of
annual revenue. That includes
chemical and mechanical root control for commercial and residential
customers.
Commercial work in apartments,
office buildings and restaurants makes
up about 60 percent of total business,
and the rest is residential.
A firm foundation
In high school and for several
years after, Rivera served the equivalent of a plumbing apprenticeship
with a business in Cicero, Ill.,
owned by his uncle and brother. He
enjoyed the work. “It was problemsolving,” he recalls. “Some of the
systems and installation techniques
in the old houses in Chicago were
more complex, so I learned on the
tough stuff.”
Rivera found himself missing
home, so in 2004 he moved back to
New Jersey and worked for several
contractors. After a year, he found he
had the chops to work for himself. “I
wanted to be able to decide when a
job was really done,” he says. “I like

to make sure everything is done
right and to spend the time it takes
with each person.”

“You meet some really
great people (at the Expo)
and bounce ideas off each
other. You might not get
another chance to talk
with someone who runs
a multimillion-dollar
company and benefit
from everything he’s
learned.”
Brian Rivera

Rivera believes customer interaction is at least half of what makes a
successful business. “Customer time
is as important as the time spent in
the pipes,” he says. “Usually, in an
emergency, people are frustrated,
they’re annoyed, their personal
effects are being damaged. You need
to guide them through that situation, and lots of times that just
means being a good listener.
“My job is to be an advocate for
customer concerns,” he says. “Even if
the information they want to share is

Crew members perform a video inspection prior to liner installation. (Photography by
Ed Marciante)

Due process
Rivera says it’s critical to learn the
history of a house or building. “If
they’ve lived or worked there for
years, it’s important to ask them
about the nuances, like if water comes
up the drain while they do laundry, or
sinks make funny noises,” he says.

irrelevant, people don’t want to be
dismissed. They want to be part of the
process. I listen, then explain the situation in a simple, understandable way.
I ask afterward if they understand,
and only then do we move on to the
next step.”
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“In the long run, these permanent repairs will save my
customers money. But sometimes they just can’t afford
it, so I always give them the option of going on a
regular maintenance program.”
Brian Rivera

“They’ll know these things.”
His experience is that getting
customers to concentrate on such
details also settles them down. “We
decide together how to handle it.
When we’re done, I let them know
how to prevent more of the same
problem. I write down recommendations if I feel we need to do a
video inspection or any other costlier services.
“I tell them if something needs
immediate attention, but I don’t
take a forceful approach,” Rivera
says. “Most of the time, they go
ahead and have the repair done, and
they end up thanking me for letting
them know about it. They’re expecting the worst possible news, and
being given the option to wait gives
them a comfort level.”
One tactic A Rooter Pros uses to
engender confidence is tailoring
solutions for commercial customers.
For hydrojetting work, Rivera offers
clients a service contract. “We
explain that sewer lines are often the
most overlooked area where problems can happen, and that preventive maintenance is the way to avoid
real problems,” he says.
He prescribes the appropriate
level of maintenance each firm needs,
whether quarterly or twice per year.
His crews will also work at night or
early in the morning if the customer
wishes. “It’s our job to accommodate

A Rooter Pros owner Brian Rivera hooks
up the inversion unit for lining.

Arnaldo Clavero and Elfego
Dominguez with the inversion
unit and liner supplies.

them as much as humanly possible,”
he says. “We don’t want to shut down
their operations unnecessarily. If
they’re not making money, I’m not
making money.”
Technology makes the difference
Rivera credits technology as a
large success factor. “The video cameras and trenchless technology have
to be our biggest time-savers and
selling points,” he says “I’m always
looking for the next thing that will
help me do less damage, or make
our jobs easier and faster.”
Root control is a common remedy for backups and the company
offers a few options. “If they’re looking for a maintenance or temporary
solution, we come out and hydrojet
the line with different heads, or
snake it, if need be,” Rivera says.
“Then we’ll use chemical treatment,
depending on the severity of the
problem and the customer’s budget.
That will maintain a line, but it
won’t open it up if it’s heavily
clogged.”
Small, springy roots respond to
chemical treatment, but larger ones
need mechanical persuasion. “If we
pull back root when we snake out
the line, we’ll get the camera in there
to see how bad it is and decide how
we want to take care of it,” Rivera
says. Sometimes the next step is to
use a jetter with a cutting tool.
When the line is damaged
beyond salvation, A Rooter Pros
offers a more permanent solution.
“We’ll explain to the customer why
it’s not a simple root-removal job
anymore,” Rivera says. “We’ll camera the line and show them what
they need is repair or replacement of
a given section. No one wants to
hear they’re facing that kind of
expense, but there’s no arguing with
the camera.”
Rivera will line the damaged pipe
if possible. If not, he’ll excavate and
replace. “In the long run, these
permanent repairs will save my
customers money,” he says. “But
sometimes they just can’t afford it, so
I always give them the option of going
on a regular maintenance program.

Heavenly Solution
Brian Rivera leans heavily on his trenchless lining system for spot repairs. “Our
customers love the trenchless ability,” he says. “They really appreciate us being able to
complete a project without ripping up their property.”
One such job for A Rooter Pros was at a nursing home experiencing constant
backups in the kitchen. The culprit was a 4-inch cast iron line with trench rot. “That’s
when I was really glad we offer pipe relining,” recalls Rivera. “One hundred and twenty
feet of the broken line ran right through their dining hall.”
Next to the dining hall was a chapel, unused at the time. “We got to a piece of pipe
in the chapel and made a small excavation there,” says Rivera. “From there, we shot
the liner through the dining hall section, and it came out beautifully.”
Another customer had Orangeburg pipe alongside her house. The original sewer
line ran from the back of the house, alongside the dwelling, and then in front of it out to
the street. “We rerouted it to run directly out the front of the house, then lined from there
out to the street,” Rivera recalls. He estimates the homeowner saved thousands of dollars.
Another trenchless application is in apartment building projects. “We got a call to
one that’s kept really immaculate,” Rivera says. “It has marble hallway flooring. The
owner was thrilled not to have his floors dug up.”
The trenchless process allows A Rooter Pros to complete large jobs in stages so
no part of the building is shut down for long periods. “We also work during the day when
most people are away at work, so it’s least disruptive for them,” Rivera says.

“I’ll lay it out, explaining how
often we’d come out for regular
maintenance and what that would
cost, letting them know that eventually they’ll almost surely have to do
a major repair or replacement. This
gives them some time to budget for
that without being up against a wall
right now,” Rivera says. “Others just
want to get it over with and opt for
the big job.”
Technology of choice
Rivera is unequivocal in his
embrace of trenchless technology.
“Some people just don’t want to
invest in the equipment, but it pays
off in the long run,” he says. “It’s
really a customer relations tool.”
He shopped extensively before
settling on Global Pipeline Systems,
a cured-in-place pipe repair that uses
epoxy resin to impregnate a felt liner.
It is designed for 2- to 10-inch lines.
“We were impressed with its versatility,” Rivera says. “We did an 8inch steam line repair that had been
quoted using traditional means at
$30,000, and we were able to do it
for $17,000. Better yet, we avoided
having to take out a big tree that
would have had to come out using
traditional excavation.”
The company’s other tools
include a Model 4018 trailer jetter
from US Jetting Inc.; SeeSnake color
camera and black-and-white camera
from RIDGID; two GatorCam push

A portion of the 4-inch cast-iron pipe
that experienced frequent root intrusions
due to age and condition. A Rooter Pros
installed a liner in the cast-iron lateral to
prevent future intrusions.

Arnaldo Clavero assists other A Rooter Pros team members
as they prepare for liner installation on a lateral.

Rivera believes his approach to
customers has built a solid reputation for A Rooter Pros. “You make
sure you serve each customer with
the individual time they need,” he
says. “It’s hard not to have the mentality of just taking care of what
you’re doing and hurrying on to the
next job. But I tell the guys to treat
each customer like they’re your only
one for the day, and make sure
they’re happy when you leave.”
Overall, Rivera sees a bright outlook for cleaning contractors. “I see
guys out there who are really making
a difference and pushing us all forward,” he says. “The technology is
really pushing the envelope. I think
it’s growing the industry as a whole.
Times may be slow now, but I think
we’re going to bounce back and
overall, we’re still moving this field
forward every year.” ■
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“Customer time is as important as the time spent in the pipes. Usually, in an
emergency, people are frustrated, they’re annoyed, their personal effects are
being damaged. You need to guide them through that situation, and lots of times
that just means being a good listener.”
Brian Rivera

camera systems from Radiodetection; three Model 300 sewer rooters
for 3- to 6-inch lines from Spartan
Tool LLC; three Model 100 sewer
rooters for 1.5- to 2-inch lines from
Spartan; and a sectional cable
machine
from
Electric
Eel
Manufacturing Inc. Service vehicles
include a 2002 GMC box truck with
body by Hackney, a 2002 Chevrolet
Express van, a 1998 Dodge Ram
van, and a 1998 Ford F250 pickup
truck.

From left, Roberto Orozco and Brian
Rivera measure liner materials for the
start of a job.

Success is contagious
Rivera backs up technology with
information. He attends the Pumper &
Cleaner Expo, in part for networking.

“You meet some really great people
there and bounce ideas off each
other,” he says. “You might not get
another chance to talk with someone who runs a multi million-dollar
company and benefit from everything he’s learned.
“I talk to successful business
people and I ask them what they’re
doing that works,” Rivera explains.
“It’s great not to have to go through
problems someone else has already
solved. We’re all trying to make a living, and there’s no reason we can’t
all work together to help each other.
I try to be a sponge, soaking up
whatever successful people have to
tell me.”
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Electric Eel Mfg. Co., Inc.
937/323-4644
www.electriceel.com
Global Pipeline Systems
215/702-7133
www.globalpipelinesystems.com
Hackney
800/763-0700
www.hackneyusa.com
Radiodetection Ltd.
877/247-3797
www.radiodetection.com
RIDGID
440/323-5581
www.ridgid.com
Spartan Tool LLC
800/435-3866
www.spartantool.com
US Jetting, LLC
800/538-8464
www.usjetting.com
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